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CASA 
Outline 
•  Recommendations from 2015 

–  documentation 
–  usability and performance 

•  Progress on each recommendation 

•  New development in CASA HPC since 2015 

•  Benchmarking tests 

•  Next steps 
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CASA 
Recommendations from 2015 
1.  Documentation 

–  Consolidation of all docs related to CASA HPC into Plone 
» work in progress…. 

–  The documents will have information such as: 
 
–  how to run CASA in parallel 
–  what runs automatically in parallel 
–  charts showing speedup ratio versus MS size - guidelines 
–  Practical examples and advanced user information 
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CASA Parallelization Docs in Plone 
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CASA 
Recommendations from 2015 
2.  Usability and performance 
“The CUC was pleased to see substantial progress on parallelization and 
encourages the CASA Team to keep the priority at a high level on these 
aspects.” 
 
•  New development in CASA HPC since 2015 

–  tclean parallelization (chanchunks, memory estimation) 
–  baseline partition axis for the SD pipeline 
–  Multi-MS infrastructure optimization 
–  mstransform-based tasks are the default (split, hanningsmooth) 
–  benchmarking tests for documentation 
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CASA 
tclean parallelization 
•  chanchunks à channels are split into chunks according to available 

memory in the system, size of image, algorithm, etc. 
–  available memory is automatically detected 
–  by default it uses at most 80% of available memory 
–  it applies to sequential and parallel processing 

à in parallel: it considers the available memory in each core and node 
separately 

–  there are still memory issues for very big mosaics 
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CASA 
Baseline partition axis 
•  SD data sets can be partitioned by baseline for parallel processing 
•  Available at import time in importasdm 
•  Verification tests have been done on our side 

•  Status: Still needs to be tested in the pipeline 
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CASA 
Benchmarking tests 
•  Used NRAO architecture that nominally should give 
 
NMASC: 14 storage nodes, ~600TB total storage with 12+GB/s throughput  
NAASC: 7 storage nodes, ~300TB total storage with 6+GB/s throughput  

à currently delivers much less than that 

•  dropping of cache between consecutive runs to avoid caching on read 
 
à Plots show speedup ratio of some parallelized tasks 
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CASA 
Speedup ratio - tclean 
•  input MS:  

–  splitted MS containing 4 science SPWs and 36 antennas 
–  varying cores: 1 -- 45 in steps of 5 cores 

•  output image: 
–  dirty cube, 2k x 2k image, 1917 channels, no iterations 

•  tclean is an example of a CPU intense task 

•  it can benefit from a high degree of parallelization for this reason 
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CASA Tclean speedup and run time 
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CASA 
Speedup ratio - calib tasks 
•  Tasks used:  

–  flagdata à summary mode à only meta-data reading, no writing 
–  time averaging à half I/O, half CPU 
–  uvcontsub in mstransform à mostly CPU 

•  input MSs:  
–  varying sizes: 19, 48, 57, 127, 218 GB 
–  varying antennas: 39, 40, 44, 42, 45 antennas 
–  varying cluster cores: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 
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CASA Flagdata speedup ratio 
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CASA Time averaging speedup ratio 
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CASA Uvcontsub speedup ratio 
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CASA Uvcontsub speedup and run time 
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CASA ALMA Calibration pipeline 
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3 EBs ~ 115GB 
 
many steps are 
sequential 
 
80+ calls to 
plotms/gaincal 
 
flagdata is ~6x 
faster 
 
applycal  and 
tclean 
are ~3x faster 
 



CASA 
Next steps 
•  Include benchmarking results in Plone as guidelines for users 

•  parallelization-specific CASA guide 

•  Follow up on pipeline parallel processing commissioning 

•  CASA parallelization workshops in the ARCs 
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